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We present a combined study of zero-field 51V and 127I NMR at ambient pressure and specific
heat and magnetization measurements under pressure up to 2.08 GPa on bulk single crystals of
the van-der-Waals ferromagnet VI3. At ambient pressure, our results consistently demonstrate
that VI3 undergoes a structural transition at Ts ≈ 78 K, followed by two subsequent ferromagnetic
transitions at TFM1 ≈ 50 K and TFM2 ≈ 36 K upon cooling. At lowest temperature (T < TFM2),
two magnetically-ordered V sites exist, whereas only one magnetically-ordered V site is observed
for TFM1 < T < TFM2. Whereas TFM1 is almost unaffected by external pressure, TFM2 is highly
responsive to pressure and merges with the TFM1 line at p ≈ 0.6 GPa. At even higher pressures
(p ≈ 1.25 GPa), the TFM2 line merges with the structural transition at Ts which becomes moderately
suppressed with p for p < 1.25 GPa. Taken together, our data point towards a complex magnetic
structure and an interesting interplay of magnetic and structural degrees of freedom in VI3.
PACS numbers: xxx
I. INTRODUCTION
The search for two-dimensional (2D) materials with
novel, highly-tunable electronic ground states is stim-
ulated by their great potential for future device
applications1–3. In particular for spintronics, 2D in-
sulating or semiconducting ferromagnets with elevated
Curie temperatures, Tc, are desired
4,5. However, low-
dimensional magnets are rare for fundamental rea-
sons: thermal fluctuations destroy any long-range or-
der in isotropic systems in one or two dimensions at
any finite temperature, T , according to the Mermin-
Wagner theorem6. Thus, finite-T magnetism in a low-
dimensional system can only be achieved in systems with
magnetic anisotropy. If identified, such anisotropic low-
dimensional systems might also serve as a solid-state real-
ization of well-established theoretical models7. Examples
include the Ising or the XY-model, which feature novel
transitions, such as the Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless
transition (BKT transition)8,9.
Recently, magnetic van-der-Waals (vdW) materials
were introduced as promising candidates for truly low-
dimensional magnetism4,7 since their vdW nature sug-
gests the possibility of exfoliation down to the monolayer
level and their low crystalline symmetry implies an intrin-
sic magnetic anisotropy. Prominent ferromagnetic mem-
bers of this material class include CrI3 (Tc ≈ 61K)10–13,
CrBr3 (Tc ≈ 37 K)14, CrSiTe3 (Tc ≈ 33 K)15 and
Cr2Ge2Te6 (Tc ≈ 61 K)16 (with the latter two being
stable in air). Indeed, it was possible to retain fer-
romagnetism in monolayers of CrI3
17 and bi-layers of
Cr2Ge2Te6
18, which were obtained by exfoliation of bulk
single crystals.
Motivated by exploring the tunability of these vdW
materials, there are ongoing efforts to identify new bulk
ferromagnetic members of this material class with the po-
tential for exfolation. As a result, ferromagnetism below
Tc ≈ 50 K was discovered in bulk single crystals of VI3 in
three very recent and almost simultaneous studies19–21.
Similar to other transition-metal trihalides12,22–24, such
as CrI3, VI3 consists of stacked layers in which edge-
sharing VI6 octahedra form a honeycomb lattice. Even
though there is some disagreement between these three
reports19–21 as to the detailed symmetry of the room-
temperature structure, there is consensus that upon low-
ering T , VI3 undergoes a structural transition at Ts ≈
79 K, i.e., at temperatures higher than the ferromagnetic
ordering.
Experimentally, the properties of exfoliated VI3 have
not been reported to date. Meanwhile, a clear under-
standing of the bulk magnetic structure and its tunabil-
ity can be considered as an important step towards pre-
dicting material’s properties upon exfoliation. So far,
the tunability of magnetism in VI3 was tested on bulk
single crystals by applying hydrostatic pressure21. In
these layered materials, hydrostatic pressure is expected
to cause a strongly anisotropic modification of the intra-
and inter-layer interactions which might therefore allow
insight into their respective role for the magnetic order-
ing. For VI3, it was reported
21 that the Curie tempera-
ture is initially insensitive to pressure, but starts to in-
crease abruptly with pressure above 0.6 GPa. This be-
havior was interpreted as a crossover from two- to three-
dimensional magnetism21. However, the origin of this
sudden change in the pressure dependence of the Curie
temperature, as well as the potential connection to the
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2structural transition have not yet been addressed.
In the present study, we examine the interplay of mag-
netic and structural degrees of freedom in VI3 at ambient
and finite pressures up to 2.08 GPa via local (zero-field
51V and 127I NMR) and thermodynamic probes (specific
heat and magnetization). From these combined measure-
ments, we infer that VI3 actually undergoes two mag-
netic transitions at ambient pressure (hereafter labeled
as TFM1 ≈ 51 K and TFM2 ≈ 36 K, respectively). The
resulting two magnetic phases (FM2 for T < TFM2
and FM1 for TFM2 < T < TFM1) at ambient pres-
sure are characterized by a ferromagnetic component,
and as such, we will label both transitions as ferromag-
netic transitions throughout the entire manuscript (even
though each state may well also have some finite order-
ing wave-vector, q, as well). In the FM2 state, two dis-
tinct, ordered V sites exist, whereas only one ordered
V site is observed in the FM1 state. This suggests a
complex magnetic ordering at low temperatures. Upon
pressurization, we find two, well separated, triple points
in the phase diagram, (i) (pc1, Tc1) = (0.6 GPa, 50.8 K)
at which the TFM2 line merges with the TFM1 line and
(ii) (pc2, Tc2) = (1.25 GPa, 61.6 K) at which the TFM2
line merges with the Ts line. Taken together, our re-
sults therefore point towards an interesting interplay of
magnetic and structural degrees of freedom in VI3. This
conclusion emphasizes the need for careful scattering ex-
periments in all salient temperature and pressure regions
of the phase diagram for a clarification of the crystallo-
graphic structure of this material. This input is needed
for the ultimate identification of the magnetic structures
of VI3.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Bulk single crystals of VI3, used in this study, were syn-
thesized using chemical-vapor transport. The detailed
procedure is described in Ref. 19. Since these crystals are
sensitive to humidity, all preparation work for the experi-
ments was performed in a N2 glovebox and crystals were
only exposed to air for a very short time while trans-
ferring to the cryostat (in case of NMR measurements)
or the pressure cell (for specific heat or magnetization
measurements).
Specific heat measurements under pressure were per-
formed on a single crystal of dimensions ≈ 1.5 × 1 ×
0.1 mm3 using the technique of ac calorimetry. Details of
the setup and the measurement protocol are described in
Ref. 25. A hybrid piston-pressure cell, made out of Grade
5 titanium alloy (Ti 6Al-4V; outer cell body) and Ni-Cr-
Al alloy (inner cell body)26, was used to apply pressure
up to 2.08 GPa. A 4:6 mixture of light mineral oil:n-
pentane was used as a pressure-transmitting medium.
It solidifies at room temperature in the pressure range
3-4 GPa, which is well above the maximum pressure of
the setup and thereby offers good hydrostatic pressure
conditions in the full pressure range investigated26–28.
Specific heat data were obtained in an increasing pres-
sure cycle. Pressure values in the manuscript corre-
spond to the pressures at low temperatures, which were
determined from the pressure dependence of the crit-
ical temperature, Tc(p), of elemental Pb from resis-
tance measurements29,30. Measurements in zero field
at all pressures were performed in a cryogen-free cryo-
stat from Janis (SHI-950). At highest pressure, addi-
tional measurements in zero and applied magnetic field
were performed in a cryogen-free cryostat from ICEOx-
ford (Lemon DRYICENS-TL50) with a maximum field
of µ0H = 9 T.
For magnetization measurements under pressure, an
aggregate of single crystals with random orientation was
placed in the pressure cell. The pressure cell used in this
study is a commercially-available HDM pressure cell31
with maximum-available pressure of ≈ 1 GPa. Good
hydrostatic pressure conditions were provided by using
Daphne 7373 as a pressure-transmitting medium which
solidifies at room temperature at 2.2 GPa32. Magne-
tization data were taken upon increasing and decreas-
ing pressure. No qualitative difference between mea-
surements taken upon increasing and decreasing pres-
sure was found. This indicates that the orientation of
the individual crystals in the aggregate was not changed
significantly throughout the pressure cycle. Supercon-
ducting Pb was again used as a pressure gauge at low
temperatures29,30. Measurements were performed in a
Quantum Design Magnetic Property Measurement Sys-
tem (MPMS-3) SQUID magnetometer. Temperature-
dependent data sets were collected in low fields (µ0H =
2 mT) and high fields (µ0H = 0.1 T) after zero-field cool-
ing.
NMR measurements of 51V (I = 72 ,
γN
2pi = 11.193
MHz/T, Q = -0.052 barns) and 127I (I = 52 ,
γN
2pi = 8.557
MHz/T, Q = 0.09298 barns) nuclei in VI3 were con-
ducted using a laboratory-built, phase-coherent, spin-
echo pulse spectrometer. For this purpose, the plate-
like single crystals, with typical in-plane dimensions of
less than 1 × 1 mm2, were loosely packed in a several
mm wide NMR sample capsule. By applying a magnetic
field of 7 T, which is well above the saturation field for
VI3
19–21, while cooling through the ferromagnetic tran-
sition, the crystals inside the capsule are encouraged to
align so that the easy axis points in the direction of the
external magnetic field. As we will show below, our NMR
results indeed speak in favor of a preferential orientation
of the single crystals in the NMR capsule. The 51V and
127I zero-field NMR spectra were obtained by sweeping
the frequency at zero magnetic field in the ferromagnetic
state. Attempts to measure 51V NMR and 127I NMR in
the paramagnetic state were performed, but no NMR sig-
nals were observed. The 51V transverse relaxation time
(T2) at each temperature (T ) was determined by fitting
the nuclear magnetization M versus time 2τ using the ex-
ponential function M(2τ) = M(0)e−2τ/T2 where M(2τ)
is the nuclear magnetization at 2τ after the application
of pi/2-pi radio frequency pulses separated by τ .
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FIG. 1. Comparison of specific heat, C/T (black line, left
axis), and magnetization, M (red line, right axis), as a func-
tion of temperature at lowest pressures measured (0.04 GPa
and 0.14 GPa, respectively). Dashed (dotted) lines corre-
spond to the position of TFM1 (TFM2), determined from C/T
and M . The discrepancy in TFM2 values is likely related to
the small pressure difference between the C/T and M data
sets which affects TFM2 stronger than TFM2 due to their dif-
ferent responses to pressure (see main text).
III. RESULTS
A. Magnetism at ambient pressure
First, we focus on the magnetic properties of VI3 at (or
very close to) ambient pressure. In Fig. 1, we show ther-
modynamic data of the magnetization, M , and specific
heat, C/T , below T ≤ 60 K (Data for higher T , show-
ing Ts, are presented in Fig. 4, below). These two data
sets were taken in the pressure-cell environment (so as to
protect the sample from humidity or degradation) with
small externally applied force (hand-tight nuts), resulting
in a small, but finite pressure at low temperatures. This
pressure can be quantified by using a Pb manometer, and
amounts to 0.14 GPa for the M data and 0.04 GPa for the
C/T data.
Upon lowering the temperature, C/T shows a clear λ-
type feature at TFM1 ≈ 51 K, which is accompanied by a
steep increase of M . The given TFM1 value corresponds
to the temperature, at which the temperature-derivative
of the C/T and M data sets shows a pronounced min-
imum (see Section B for a more detailed discussion of
criteria used to infer TFM1 and TFM2). From these ob-
servations, we assign TFM1 as the transition from a para-
magnetic to a magnetically-ordered state, consistent with
all previous reports19–21. The λ-type shape of the spe-
cific heat feature speaks in favor of a mean-field type
second-order phase transition. At lower temperatures,
C/T shows a second, more subtle, feature at ≈ 35 K
(determined from the mid-point of a step-like feature in
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FIG. 2. (a) NMR spectrum, measured in zero magnetic field
(bottom) and magnetic field of 0.5 T (top), at T = 4.2 K
in the ferromagnetic state for VI3 (black circles). In total,
nine major peaks are observed, which are labeled with P1,
P1′ and P2 to P8. Colored lines represent simulated NMR
spectra for two 51 V sites (red and pink) as well as for a
127I site. The set of parameters used for the simulations are
denoted in the main text. The same parameters were used for
the simulations in the top and bottom panel; (b) Magnetic
field dependencies of the resonance frequency (fpeak) for each
peak of the major peaks P1 to P9, measured at T = 4.2 K.
The absolute value of slopes for the red and pink solid line is
11.193 MHz/T corresponding to γN
2pi
for the 51V nucleus, while
that for the green lines is 8.557 MHz/T corresponding to the
γN
2pi
value of the 127I nucleus.
d(C/T )/dT ). Here, a small, more symmetric peak is ob-
served in C/T on top of the dominant background specific
heat. Very close to this temperature, at T ≈ 38 K (cor-
responding to the minimum temperature in dM/dT ), M
shows a subsequent strong increase to lower T . We thus
assign these features to a second ferromagnetic transition
occurring in VI3 at TFM2 ≈ (36 ± 2) K at ambient pres-
sure. The small discrepancy in transition temperatures
likely originates from a combination of the little pres-
sure difference between the M and C/T measurements
and the high pressure sensitivity of this transition (see
Section B).
This second ferromagnetic transition at lower T at am-
bient pressure was not identified in a previous work19–21,
as the specific heat does not show a pronounced fea-
ture at this transition. This specific heat feature, how-
ever, becomes significantly enhanced and sharper at fi-
nite pressures, as we will discuss below. This finding will
strengthen our conclusion further and will then also al-
low us to comment on the order of the phase transition
at TFM2.
To confirm the existence of the two ferromagnetic
phase transitions from a microscopic point of view,
we carried out NMR measurements at ambient pres-
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FIG. 3. (a) NMR spectrum in VI3 measured at B = 0 T and T = 4.2 K at ambient pressure in the ferromagnetic state. The two
peaks (labelled by P1 and P1′ correspond to central transition lines of 51V NMR. The ratio of the integrated intensities of P1
and P1′ is estimated to be 1.7 : 1 after correction by their respective longitudinal and transverse relaxation times (T1 and T2,
respectively); (b) Temperature dependence of fpeak for each peak at zero magnetic field. Black (red) star denotes the transition
temperature TFM2 (TFM1), inferred from specific heat and magnetization data in Fig. 1; (c) Temperature dependence of 1/T2
for both P1 and P1′ at zero magnetic field. 1/T2 shows a peak at T ∼ 38 K, which is very close to the second ferromagnetic
phase transition temperature TFM2, determined from magnetization and specific heat measurements. The solid curve is a guide
to the eye.
sure. The bottom of Fig. 2(a) shows the NMR spec-
trum recorded in zero magnetic field at T = 4.2 K in the
FM2 state. Several peaks occur in the frequency range
35 MHz≤ f ≤ 200 MHz as a result of a superposition of
51V and 127I NMR signals. To assign the peaks to 51V
and 127I signals, we measured the magnetic field (B) de-
pendence of the frequencies of the peak positions (fpeak)
for the nine major peaks, labeled with P1, P1′ and P2
to P8 in Fig. 2(a) (see discussion below for a detailed
explanation of the peak notation). Figure 2 (b) shows
that, with increasing B, the majority of peaks shift to
lower frequency, while the peaks P2 and P7 clearly shift
to higher frequency and P6 does not show any signifi-
cant shift. From the slope of the variation of fpeak with
B, which is specific to the respective NMR nucleus, we
infer that P2, P3 and P4 originate from 127I NMR sig-
nals, whereas the others (with the exception of P6) can
be assigned to 51V NMR signals.
The fact that all peaks (except for P6) show net
shifts in small applied fields, which are lower than the
anisotropy field of ∼ 1 T at T = 4.2 K, and that the
shifts can be consistently explained by the gyromagnetic
ratios of 51V and 127I, indicates that the major part of the
single crystals in the aggregate are oriented with the easy
axis parallel to the external magnetic field. As outlined
in detail in Section II, this is a result of the loose packing
of the small single crystals together with the application
of a large field of 7 T prior to the measurements. In case
of a random orientation of single crystals, one would not
expect any net shift of the peak positions, but rather a
significant broadening of the peaks.
To understand the measured spectrum more quantita-
tively, we simulated the spectrum based on the following
nuclear spin HamiltonianH = −γh¯I·Beff + hνQ6 [3I2z−I2+
1
2η(I
2
+ + I
2
−)]. Here, Beff is the effective field at the nu-
clear site, given by the sum of the internal magnetic field
Bint and the external magnetic field B, h is Planck’s con-
stant, and νQ is the nuclear quadrupole frequency. The
latter is defined by νQ = 3e
2QVZZ/2I(2I − 1)h, where
Q is the quadrupole moment of nucleus, VZZ is the elec-
tric field gradient (EFG) at the nuclear site, and η is
the asymmetry parameter of the EFG. As shown in the
bottom of Fig. 2(a), the observed spectrum under zero
magnetic field is relatively well reproduced by the simu-
lation. The red (pink) lines represent the calculated 51V
NMR spectrum using a set of parameters of Bint = -4.90
T (Bint = -4.70 T), νQ = 63.8 MHz (νQ = 63.8 MHz), η
= 0.132 (η = 0.132) and θ = 0◦ (θ = 0◦) and the green
lines represent the 127I NMR spectrum using Bint = -1.2
T, νQ = 49.9 MHz, η = 0.91 and θ = 0
◦. Here θ rep-
resents the angle between Bint and the principle axis of
the EFG tensor at each nuclear site. We used the same
set of parameters to calculate the spectrum under B =
0.5 T for 51V and 127I nuclei. The calculated spectrum
reproduces the measured one to a good approximation,
as shown at the top of Fig. 2(a), although a few of the
peaks cannot be perfectly explained by the simulation.
The origin for the additional peaks, like P6, is unclear at
present. One possible source for these additional peaks
might be small impurity phases in the crystal, potentially
as a result of their sensitivity to humidity. Another possi-
bility might be related to stacking faults in these layered
materials, which cause a minor part of V sites to have a
different local magnetic environment. In fact, recent x-
5ray data19 found a partial occupancy of 4% of nominally
vacant interstitial lattice sites, which were attributed to
the presence of stacking faults.
The finite Bint values for the
51V and 127I NMR peaks
demonstrate the existence of static hyperfine field at
both nuclear sites produced by the ordered V moments,
confirming the ordered state with ferromagnetic compo-
nents. The negative sign of the internal fields at the V site
suggests a dominant contribution of 3d electron core po-
larization to the total hyperfine field, whereas the inter-
nal field at the I site originates from transferred hyperfine
field produced by the V 3d ordered moments. It should be
noted though that the observed value of Bint at the V site
is much smaller than those observed in several magnetic
vanadium oxide-based compounds (for example, Bint =
-24.91 T in YVO3
33, Bint = -23.72 T in LaVO3
33 and
Bint = -21.1 T in CaV2O4
34). At present, the reason for
the small internal field at the V sites in VI3 is not clear.
One possible explanation is that positive contributions of
orbital and/or dipolar hyperfine couplings partially can-
cel the negative core polarization hyperfine field, as dis-
cussed previously35–38.
In the following, we focus on the peaks, which cor-
respond to the to the central transition line (Iz =
−1/2↔1/2) of 51V NMR for the V site. From the anal-
ysis and the simulations above, we identify the peak
around 59.5 MHz (P1) in zero field at T = 4.2 K to
this central line (see Fig. 3 (a)). In addition, we observed
a second, slightly broader and somewhat smaller peak
around 57.5 MHz (labeled with P1′), which can also be
assigned to a central transition line of 51V NMR spec-
trum. The ratio of the integrated intensities of P1 and
P1′ is estimated to be 1.7:1. This estimate was obtained
by correcting the intensities by their respective longi-
tudinal and transverse relaxation times T1 and T2, re-
spectively. The observation of two central 51NMR lines
indicates that two V sites with ordered moments exist
at low temperatures in VI3. It is noted that, although
the central transition line around 57.5 MHz is well re-
solved, most of other transition lines of this second V
site at higher frequencies cannot be clearly resolved, as
they likely overlap with other signals and their signals
are weaker in intensity.
With increasing temperature, both central line peaks
shift to lower frequency (see Fig. 3 (b)). The corre-
sponding decrease of fpeak is more rapid for P1
′ than for
P1. Whereas the peak P1 can be resolved up to ∼ 43
K, the peak P1’ becomes indiscernible already at lower
temperatures (around 25 K). In general, the temperature
dependence of fpeak reflects that of Bint, which, in turn,
is proportional to the spontaneous magnetization in the
ferromagnetic state. Therefore, the Bint values for P1
and P1′ do not obey the same temperature dependencies.
In particular, our data suggest distinctly different onset
temperatures for Bint for P1 and P1
′. As suggested by
the black and red stars in Fig. 3 (b), which mark the tran-
sition temperatures TFM1 and TFM2, determined from
specific heat and magnetization in the present study, it
seems natural to infer that peak P1 sets in below TFM1,
whereas P1′ occurs below TFM2. Taking all the experi-
mental observations together, we conclude that two dif-
ferent, ordered V sites exist in FM2, whereas there is only
one ordered V site in FM1. Remarkably, fpeak of P1 ap-
pears to be unchanged across TFM2, indicating that there
is no change of hyperfine field on this site while ordering
on the second site occurs.
It is important to point out that measurements of T2
(see Fig. 3(c)) provide evidence that these two transi-
tions reflect indeed the intrinsic properties of VI3 and do
not result from two different ferromagnetic phases with
different TFM . Up to 25 K (the maximum temperature
at which 1/T2 for P1
′ was resolvable), 1/T2 of P1 and
P1′ show a very similar temperature dependence. Upon
further increasing the temperature, 1/T2 of P1 shows a
pronounced peak at 38 K, i.e., at the second ferromag-
netic transition temperature TFM2 which is associated
with P1′. If this second transition would originate from
a spatially segregated, second magnetic phase, 1/T2 of P1
would not be affected by the phase transition at TFM2.
Therefore, these microscopic studies of the magnetism at
ambient pressure on VI3, together with our thermody-
namic data, clearly suggest the existence of the two fer-
romagnetic phase transitions at TFM1 ∼ (51±1) K and ∼
(36±2) K in VI3 at ambient pressure.
B. Effect of pressure on magnetic and structural
phase transitions
In Figs. 4-6, we show our results of specific heat, C/T ,
and magnetization, M , at finite pressures p. Importantly,
the combination of these two thermodynamic probes al-
lows us to trace not only the ferromagnetic transition
lines TFM1(p) and TFM2(p) in the T -p phase diagram,
but also the structural transition line Ts(p) as well.
Before discussing the pressure-dependent data sets, we
define the criteria which we used to determine TFM1,
TFM2 and Ts from the C/T vs. T and M vs. T data
sets. To this end, we return to the data sets at lowest
pressure (pressures close to ambient pressure), which are
shown in Figs. 4 (a) and (c), respectively on a larger T
scale up to T = 100 K. In terms of the specific heat, the
λ-type phase transition at TFM1 results in a peak in the
temperature derivative, d(C/T )/dT , shown in Fig. 4 (b).
We assign the temperature of the minima (see arrow)
of d(C/T )/dT to TFM1. The symmetric peak in C/T at
TFM2 yields a step-like feature in d(C/T )/dT , with over-
and undershoots at the low- and high-T end of the phase
transition (see inset of Fig. 4 (b) for d(C/T )/dT on ex-
panded scales around TFM2 at 0.04 GPa). Thus, we use
the midpoint of this step-like feature to determine TFM2
(see arrows in Fig. 4 (b)). Last, the structural transition,
known from various ambient-p studies19–21, manifests it-
self as a slightly-broadened, symmetric peak in C/T at
higher temperatures (Ts ≈ 78 K at p = 0.04 GPa). Here
again, we use the midpoint of the step-like feature in
6d(C/T )/dT to infer Ts (see arrow in Fig. 4 (b)). In the
magnetization data sets (see Fig. 4 (c)), the two ferro-
magnetic transitions each give rise to a steep increase
of M(T ) upon lowering T . As a consequence, two min-
ima are present in the derivative, dM/dT , as a func-
tion of T (see Fig. 4 (d)). The position of these minima
therefore define TFM1 and TFM2, as shown in Fig. 4 (f)
for p = 0.14 GPa on expanded T scales. In addition, a
subtle step-like feature at high temperatures in dM/dT
(taken in µ0H = 0.1 T, see Fig. 4 (g)), which can be as-
sociated with the structural transition at Ts, is observed.
We assign the midpoint of the step-like feature to Ts. The
fact that the structural transition gives rise to change of
the magnetization in the paramagnetic state at high tem-
peratures is an indication for modified spin interactions
as a result of the structural distortion. Thus, this can
be considered as a strong hint towards the significance
of spin-lattice coupling in this compound12,19–21, which
therefore should be included in discussion of its magnetic
properties.
Now we discuss the effect of pressure on each phase
transition. The structural transition temperature Ts,
which is located at ≈ 78 K at ambient pressure, is mono-
tonically suppressed upon increasing p for p ≤ 1.14 GPa
(see Figs. 4 (a-b,g) and 5 (a-b,f-g) for the C/T and M
data sets and Fig. 7 (below) for the T -p phase diagram).
The corresponding specific heat feature becomes signif-
icantly smaller in size and more broadened. The peak
shape speaks in favor of a discontinuous, first-order struc-
tural phase transition. This is consistent with conclu-
sions from ambient-pressure studies which emphasize the
sharp nature of the structural phase transition20. At
p = 1.14 GPa, the specific heat feature at Ts overlaps
with the one of the FM2 transition (which will be dis-
cussed in all detail further below). As a result, the spe-
cific heat feature, associated with Ts can only be identi-
fied as a high-T shoulder at the FM2 peak (see Fig. 5 (g)),
which does not give rise to a pronounced feature in
d(C/T )/dT . For comparison, we included in Fig. 5 (g)
an estimate of the specific heat peak, associated with the
FM2 peak, at 1.14 GPa as a dashed-dotted line. This es-
timate, which we denote by (C/T )FM2, was obtained by
shifting the FM2 specific heat peak at 0.98 GPa, where
Ts and TFM2 are well separated, in temperature and by
subsequently renormalizing the specific heat value. The
difference of the measured C/T data and (C/T )FM2 thus
corresponds to an estimate of the specific heat, related to
the structural transition at Ts, and is denoted by (C/T )s
(see blue dashed-dotted line in Fig. 5 (g)). Indeed, the so-
derived (C/T )s displays a broad maximum, similar to the
data sets at lower pressures (0.8 GPa and 0.98 GPa). In
analogy to the analysis of the latter data sets, we assign
the maximum in (C/T )s at 1.14 GPa to Ts. Nevertheless,
we take the uncertainties of this procedure into account
by assigning the Ts value at 1.14 GPa in the T -p phase
diagram in Fig. 7 (below) a larger error bar. For even
higher pressures (p > 1.14 GPa), the structural transi-
tion line likely merges with the FM2 transition line. We
will discuss this aspect in all detail below, but first turn
to a discussion of the FM1 and FM2 transition line at
low pressures (p ≤ 1.14 GPa).
For small pressures (p ≤ 0.51 GPa), C/T and M (see
Fig. 4 (a) and (c)) each show indications for two sepa-
rate ferromagnetic transitions at TFM1 and TFM2 (see
Fig. 4 (e) for a plot of C/T and M data at very simi-
lar pressures ((0.35±0.01) GPa) on the same tempera-
ture scale). As shown in Figs. 4 (a-d), TFM1 is almost
unchanged with pressure. The specific heat anomaly at
TFM1 remains of λ-type, and therefore of second order.
At the same time, TFM2 is strongly increased with pres-
sure and shifts towards TFM1 rapidly (see phase diagram
in Fig. 7 (below)). As a result, the increase of M takes
place in two steps which are almost indiscernible in T
at p ≈ 0.5 GPa. In a previous work21, this behavior was
assigned to domain dynamics; our results of the specific
heat clearly speak against this scenario: notably, the spe-
cific heat feature at TFM2 evolves into a pronounced,
sharp peak by applying modest pressures (p= 0.35 GPa)
(see Figs. 4 (a) and (e)). This clearly strengthens the no-
tion of two ferromagnetic phase transitions in VI3 at low
pressures.
The continuous increase in M at TFM2 at low pres-
sures, together with the tiny, very broad feature in C/T ,
speak in favor of a second-order or very weak first-
order phase transition. However, the situation becomes
clearer upon increasing pressure (but still in the regime
p ≤ 0.51 GPa), as the features of the FM2 transition in
C/T and M become significantly sharper. From this ob-
servation, it seems likely that the transition evolves into
a first-order transition upon increasing pressure.
For intermediate pressures, 0.6 GPa≤ p ≤ 1.14 GPa,
we find only one anomaly in C/T and M (see Figs. 5 (a)
and (c) and Fig. 7 (below) for the phase diagram), which
can be associated with a ferromagnetic transition. At
this transition, the magnetization increases steeply with-
out any signatures of multiple transitions. The specific
heat shows a slightly asymmetric, but sharp and pro-
nounced peak at the same temperature (see Fig. 5 (e) for
a plot of C/T and M on the same temperature scale at
≈ 0.98 GPa), reminiscent of a near first-order phase tran-
sition. These data indicate that the system undergoes
only a single magnetic transition in this pressure range
which we label with TFM2.
At even higher pressures (for p > 1.14 GPa), the FM2
transition and the structural transition merge. These
pressures above 1 GPa exceed the maximum pressure ca-
pability of the magnetization setup, and we therefore re-
strict the discussion here to results of C/T , shown in
Figs. 6 (a-d). For 1.35 GPa≤ p ≤ 2.08 GPa, C/T shows
a single anomaly, which is significantly reduced in size
and broadened upon increasing pressure, over the inves-
tigated T range. This feature is likely a result of a broad-
ened first-order singularity. To investigate the magnetic
character of this transition, we also studied the effect
of magnetic field on the specific heat for highest pres-
sure, i.e., p = 2.08 GPa (see Figs. 6 (e-f)). By increasing
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FIG. 4. Temperature-dependent specific heat, C/T , and magnetization data, M , of VI3 at different pressures for p ≤ 0.51 GPa:
(a) Specific heat data, taken in zero magnetic field. These data sets depict three distinct anomalies (marked by the arrows),
which can be assigned to the structural transition at Ts and the two ferromagnetic transitions at TFM1 and TFM2; (b)
Temperature-derivative of the specific heat data, d(C/T )/dT , in (a). Arrows are used to visualize criteria to determine TFM1,
TFM2 and Ts. The inset shows d(C/T )/dT on enlarged scales around TFM2 at p = 0.04 GPa; (c) Magnetization data, taken
in a small field (µ0H = 2 mT). The position of the two ferromagnetic anomalies at TFM1 and TFM2 is marked by arrows. The
step-like change of M at T ≈ 7 K can be assigned to the superconducting transition of elemental Pb, whch is used as a pressure
manometer; (d) Temperature-derivative of magnetization data, dM/dT in (a). The inset shows dM/dT on enlarged scales; (e)
Comparison of specific heat data, C/T , taken at 0.35 GPa, and magnetization data, M , taken at 0.37 GPa; (f) Temperature-
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from magnetization data; (g) Temperature-derivative of magnetization data, taken in a higher field of µ0H = 0.1 T, around the
structural transition at Ts. Arrow and dashed lines indicate the criterion to infer Ts.
the field to µ0H = 9 T, the specific heat anomaly shifts
to higher T and becomes significantly broadened, sug-
gesting a sizable shift of entropy to higher temperatures.
This behavior of C/T is consistent with expectations for
ferromagnetic ordering.
The inferred transition temperatures, TFM1, TFM2 and
Ts, are summarized in the T -p phase diagram in Fig. 7.
It does not only depict the good agreement of transi-
tion temperatures, inferred from M(T, p) and C(T, p),
but also highlights the existence of two triple points:
at (pc1, Tc1) = (0.6 GPa, 50.8 K), the two ferromagnetic
transition lines TFM1(p) and TFM2(p) merge into a single
ferromagnetic TFM2 line, which in turn merges with the
structural transition line Ts(p) into a combined magneto-
structural TFM2/Ts(p) line at (pc2, Tc2) = (1.25 GPa,
61.6 K).
In general, specific heat measurements alone do not
allow for conclusions about the nature of a phase tran-
sition. Thus, it might also be possible that the single
specific heat anomaly at p ≥ 1.35 GPa results from a
magnetic transition without any simultaneous structural
transition. In this scenario, the crystallographic struc-
ture of VI3 at low temperatures would be different for
p ≤ 1.14 GPa and p ≥ 1.35 GPa. This should, in prin-
ciple, reflect itself in a feature in the pressure-dependent
specific heat at fixed temperatures as a result of a change
in the lattice specific heat. In Fig. 8, we show a plot of
C/T values as a function of p at five selected tempera-
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FIG. 5. Temperature-dependent specific heat, C/T , and magnetization data, M , of VI3 at different pressures for 0.6 GPa≤
p < 1.35 GPa: (a) Specific heat data, taken in zero magnetic field. These data sets depict two distinct anomalies (marked
by the arrows for p = 0.8 GPa), which can be assigned to the structural transition at Ts and one ferromagnetic transitions
at TFM2; (b) Temperature-derivative of the specific heat data, d(C/T )/dT , in (a). Arrows are used to visualize criteria to
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of magnetization data, dM/dT in (a); (e) Comparison of specific heat data, C/T , taken at 0.98 GPa, and magnetization data,
M , taken at 0.98 GPa; (f) Temperature-derivative of specific heat, d(C/T )/dT , at 0.8 GPa, 0.98 GPa and 1,14 GPa on enlarged
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measured C/T , represents an estimate for the specific heat associated with the structural transition at Ts, (C/T )s (for details,
see text).
tures (T = 30 K, 45 K, 55 K, 67 K and 90 K). As can be
seen by comparison to the phase diagram in Fig. 7, the
90 K cut should be featureless and, indeed, no feature
is observed in the C/T vs. p plot within our resolu-
tion. In contrast, the C/T data at T = 67 K, 55 K and
45 K display various features (marked by arrows), asso-
ciated with crossing the appropriate Ts, TFM1 and/or
TFM2 lines. The data at 30 K again do not show any
features within our experimental resolution. This ob-
servation suggests that VI3 at low temperatures does
not undergo any phase transition as a function of pres-
sure. In turn, this implies that the phase transition at
p ≥ 1.35 GPa is indeed a combined magneto-structural
transition. This picture only does not hold, if the change
of entropy associated with this transition becomes so
small that it falls below our resolution. For a definite
proof of a merged magneto-structural transition at high
pressures (for p > 1.4 GPa), x-ray and/or neutron scat-
tering experiments at high pressures are desirable.
IV. DISCUSSION
Prior to a discussion of the implications of our T -p
phase diagram, presented in Fig. 7, we would like to point
out that many of our results are qualitatively consistent
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FIG. 6. Temperature-dependent specific heat, C/T , of VI3 at different pressures for p ≥ 1.35 GPa: (a) Specific heat data, taken
in zero magnetic field. These data sets depict one anomaly (marked by the arrows for p = 1.35 GPa), which can be assigned to a
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with earlier reports. This relates to (i) multiple step-
like features in M(T ) at ambient and at low pressures,
as well as (ii) the transition temperatures. However,
by combining the magnetization data with specific heat
data under pressure and ambient-pressure NMR data,
we reach significantly different conclusions. First, the
multiple step-like features in M(T ) actually correspond
to separate ferromagnetic phase transitions. Second, as
a consequence, the critical pressure pc1 is not simply a
result of a dimensional crossover. This scenario was sug-
gested earlier21, based on the break of the slope of the
TFM1 line and the TFM2 line at pc1. It was argued that
the initial pressure insensitivity of TFM1 speaks in favor
of a two-dimensional ferromagnetism which becomes sig-
nificantly three-dimensional only above pc1. In contrast,
our results unambiguously identify pc1 with a triple point
at which two phase transition lines merge.
Upon approaching the triple point at pc1 from low
pressures, we argued above that the high-T transition
at TFM1 is a second-order transition, whereas the low-T
transition at TFM2 is likely a first-order transition. In-
deed, there are thermodynamic constraints on the order
of the phase transition when they merge, as outlined by
Yip et al.39. Following these arguments, the low-T tran-
sition must be a first-order transition, when approaching
pc1 from low pressures, irrespective of the order of the
transition at p > pc1. Unfortunately, our data does not
allow for a conclusive statement of the character of the
phase transition for pc1 < p < pc2. Here, our data is
compatible with either a second-order transition which is
almost first-order or with a weakly first-order transition.
From a thorough analysis40 of the critical exponents of
the TFM1 transition at ambient pressure from modified
Arrott plots, it was concluded that this transition is best
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described by tricritical mean-field model, thus implying
that it is locately closely to a point at which a change
from second to first order occurs. This point can be ac-
cessed upon tuning by an external parameter, like field
or pressure. Even though we cannot clearly identify the
triple point at (pc1, Tc1) as a tricritical point due to the
lack of unambiguous assignment of the character of the
the phase transition at p > pc, our results still indicate
that the character of the two transitions can be easily ma-
nipulated when applying modest pressures. This likely
will reflect itself also in the critical exponents at ambi-
ent pressure, and is therefore at least consistent with the
study of Liu et al.13.
Obviously, the present results call for an identifi-
cation of the magnetic structure of VI3 below TFM1
and TFM2, respectively. Unfortunately, despite our mi-
croscopic NMR study at ambient pressure, we cannot
uniquely identify the ordering wavevectors below the two
transitions. This is partially rooted in the fact that no
consensus has been achieved yet on the crystal structure
of VI3 at room temperature and below the structural
transition at Ts. Nonetheless, our NMR data at least al-
lows for constraints on the types of magnetic order. In
particular, this includes that the low-temperature mag-
netic order (T < TFM2) has two sites with ordered V
moments with an occupancy ratio of approximately 2:1.
However, it is surprising that the hyperfine field on the
V site is comparably small. Another peculiarity of the
low-T ordered state is that fields above 1 T saturate the
magnetization at T = 1.8 K19,21,40, but that the magne-
tization value is significantly lower than the expectations
for a S = 1 system for V3+. The latter two observations
might indicate that orbital degrees of freedom might need
to be taken into account in the description of the proper-
ties of VI3. Another possibility might involve a canting
of the moments in VI3. Overall, to reconcile all these
experimental findings, the magnetic structure remains
to be verified by neutron scattering experiments and/or
supported by theoretical calculations. In either case, as
a first step prior to the determination of the magnetic
structure, consensus has to be achieved on the crystallo-
graphic structure19–21 in all salient regions to identify V
sites with different lattice symmetries.
Irrespective of the detailed magnetic structure, the
herein determined T -p phase diagram of VI3 clearly
demonstrates a strong coupling of the magnetic and
structural degrees of freedom. A particular manifes-
tation of this interplay is disclosed at the triple point
(pc2, Tc2): the structural and magnetic transition, which
occur for low pressures (p < pc2) at very distinct or-
dering temperatures with TFM2 < Ts, can be tuned
to a simultaneous first-order magneto-structural tran-
sition for p > pc2 with TFM2 = Ts. A similar
scenario, i.e., a triple point at which magnetic and
structural transition lines merge, was also found in
other compounds, such as MnNiGe41, or even iron-
based superconductors42. In fact, most of the van-der-
Waals based magnets undergo a temperature-induced
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first-order structural transition22,43, before developing
long-range magnetic order upon cooling. Even though
in most cases the response of the structural transition to
pressure has not been studied to date, it seems plausible
that this coupling of structural and magnetic degrees of
freedom is a common feature in all these systems12.
Another hallmark of the strong magneto-elastic cou-
pling in this compound is the high sensitivity of the
transition temperature TFM2 to pressure. TFM2 in-
creases upon pressurization with dTFM2/dp = +(22 ±
1) K/GPa (this value corresponds to the average slope
for p < 1 GPa). This pressure dependency is one order
of magnitude larger than the one of TFM1 (dTFM2/dp =
+(1.1 ± 0.3) K/GPa) and distinctly larger than the ones
found for other 2D van-der-Waals magnets, such as
CrI3
44, CrBr3
45, or Cr2Ge2Te6
46.
In Cr2Ge2Te6, however, Tc is actually decreased by ap-
plication of pressure. There, the negative slope of TFM
with p was attributed46 to combined pressure-induced
changes of the direct Cr-Cr distance as well as the Cr-
Te-Cr angle, corresponding to the superexchange inter-
action path. In particular, it was argued that the direct
Cr-Cr distance decreases and that the Cr-Te-Cr angle is
declined from 90◦. Both of these effects are argued to
act in favor of antiferromagnetism and weaken ferromag-
netism. If one applies this picture of Cr2Ge2Te6 to VI3,
this might suggest that the positive pressure dependences
in VI3 can be attributed to pressure changes of the metal-
ligand-metal angle. At the same time, one should keep in
mind that pressure in these strongly anisotropic 2D van-
der-Waals magnets will also significantly strengthen the
inter-layer coupling, and as such, stabilize magnetism. To
understand which of these factors actually play the deci-
sive role at the first and second ferromagnetic transition
in VI3, studies of the structure under pressure are needed.
Whatever changes in the structure under pressure in de-
tail, it does affect the low-T ferromagnetic transition at
TFM2 more than the high-T ferromagnetic transition at
TFM1 for p < p1, as displayed by a much stronger sen-
sitivity to external pressure.
Last, we do want to mention that the first-order char-
acter of the TFM2 transition at low pressures also invokes
discontinuous lattice changes which potentially result in
a different crystallographic symmetry. Thus, future stud-
ies of the lattice properties (by e.g. x-ray scattering or
thermal expansion) of VI3 should also include very low
temperatures, i.e., 30 K and below. This input will also
be essential for predictions of the magnetism of VI3 in
the few-layer limit.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we presented a combined study of mi-
croscopic magnetic properties of the van-der-Waals mag-
net VI3 at ambient pressure with thermodynamic prop-
erties (specific heat and magnetization) at finite pres-
sures. These results show that at ambient pressure
VI3 undergoes a structural transition at Ts ≈ 78 K
and two distinct ferromagnetic transitions at ambient
pressures with TFM1 ≈ 50 K and TFM2 ≈ 36 K. For
T ≤ TFM2, two ordered V sites exists with an occu-
pancy ratio of approximately 2:1, whereas for TFM2 ≤
T ≤ TFM1 only one ordered V site exist. Thus, VI3
exhibits a complex magnetic structure. Under pres-
sure, these two magnetic transitions merge at (pc1, Tc1)≈
(0.6 GPa, 50.8 K), and this line merges at even higher
pressures with the line of structural phase transitions at
(pc2, Tc2)≈ (1.25 GPa, 61.6 K). Therefore, VI3 undergoes
a simultaneous magneto-structural transition for p > p2.
This speaks in strong favor of magneto-elastic coupling
being of significance for the magnetic properties in this
compound. As a consequence, these results call for a clar-
ification of the crystallographic and magnetic structures
of this compound in all salient temperature regions.
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